
Holy Name High School
Summer Reading 2022

Honors Sophomore Summer Reading List
Before the year starts, students taking Honors English II (121) will be required to read two (2)
works of literature: one (1) required selection and one (1) selection of the student’s choice from
the list below.

Required Book:

The Twelfth Angel - Og Mandino

John Harding had a high-powered career, a loving wife, and a beautiful son, but lost it all one tragic
night. Broken by loss and grief, John returns to his home town of Boland, New Hampshire, teetering
on the brink of suicide. Approached by a longtime friend, John is asked to manage his old Little
League team, the Angels. Reluctantly, he agrees, and meets a hopeless player who bears a striking
resemblance to his late son--and through their extraordinary relationship, John finds the wisdom in
living that he thought had slipped beyond his grasp forever....

Choose One (1) Additional Book:

We Were Liars - E. Lockhart

The Sinclairs are athletic, wealthy, and beautiful. They are prim and proper, smart, and respected by all.
Cadence is a Sinclair. A member of the perfect American family that spends every summer on their own
private island. But, they are liars. Hauntingly mysterious and completely captivating, We Were Liars is a
story of incredible wealth, privilege and, of course, the many layers of deception that come along with it.
This gut-wrenching tale comes complete with a jaw-dropping twist readers will not see coming.

Long Way Down - Jason Reynolds

Sixty seconds. That’s how long it takes Will to reach the bottom floor to exit his building. Determined to
avenge his 19-year-old brother's death, Will, age 15, takes his brother's gun out of their shared bedroom
to seek revenge on the person he's certain is the murderer…but it's a long way down. Before he can
leave the elevator, he confronts the nasty truths about the events that killed not only his brother, but his
other relatives and friends over the years. In those sixty seconds, Will faces literal ghosts that he never
thought he’d have to confront - and it will shape the course of his life forever.


